
Make copies of these set up instructions to hand out to your crew! 

Note:  If you order a PT1, you will receive one complete PureTainer with wheels. 
 

Open frame and place upright on floor. Note 
that the bottom of this unit has four “wire” feet.
 

Tools Required for Assembly:  Pliers (to install cotter pins on wheels and center wire)
 

PureTainer Step by Step Instructions

Step 1
Insert bottom grid - place grid as shown in 
photo into the center of the frame. Note that 
the short wires on the edge of the grid should 
be pointing downward to the floor. 

Step 2
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If you ordered a PT4, you will receive 4 PureTainers without wheels. Wheels kits are 
available separately in two pack kits. 

6" 6"

Train Staff  to Center 
the Bag

SNAP the Lid
The lid has 4 hidden clips 
which snap it securely to the 
frame. 

You’re Done!

Many ClearStream lids come hot stamped. If you are using decals on your lids, apply in advance of 
your event. Detailed instructions available online at clearstreamrecycling.com.

Give everyone a turn to center 
the printing and lock a bag to
the frame.

Change Out Bags
When 2/3 full,
remove lid, 
release the 
bag lock and 
slide the full 
bag through 
the side of the 
frame. Knot 
the bag to 
secure contents and replace 
with a new bag. 

Work from inside to outside. 
Using two hands pull top edge
of bag through the loop toward 
you approximately 6”.

Still using two hands, push
the top edge of the bag over 
the loop approximately 6”, 
catching the corners.

Now, grasp both sides of the 
bag. Pull down and in to 
tighten bag around the corners.
Repeat on the other side.

PULL THROUGH PUSH OVER TIGHTEN

How to Lock the Bag to the Frame

Hot Stamp vs Decals
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Insert the center locking wire into the frame. This wire lock is shorter than the axle wires. Slide through
the center plates with hole. It will hold the bottom grid in place. Place the cotter pin through the hole in
the center locking wire and bend the cotter pin to secure. Note that extra cotter pins are supplied in
the pack for your convenience.
 

Step 3

The wire kickstand is already mounted to your PureTainer. To engage the kickstand so it functions like
a brake, drop it into it’s lower position towards the floor. Lift the PureTainer up slightly to allow the 
kickstand to engage in its locked position under the lowest cross wire. To disengage the brake, return 
it to its original upright position. 
 

Important Safety Notice: Use Kickstand Brake

Kickstand
Retracted

Kickstand
Engaged

Installing wheels (wheel kit, shown right, may be optional). 
Note that the sides of the wheels are different at the center 
hub. For proper assembly, hubs that are raised must be on 
the inside, against the frame. 
 

Step 4

Slide another wheel over the axle.

Slide washer over axle. 
Place cotter pin though the hole in the axle and 
bend the cotter pins to secure. 

Slide axle through one wheel. Slide axle 
through the tabs at the ends of the frame.


